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ABSTRACT 

Tuping dance is a dance originating from South Lampung which depicts army troops. This dance is usually performed 

during traditional celebrations in the South Lampung area, especially in Kuripan village, Penengah sub-district, South 

Lampung district. Tuping dance consists of 14 types of movements consisting of negakh, lelagoan, tikol, silat awal, 

cangget, tolak tebing, silat tikol, silat khalut, tepuk agas, lelagoan lapah, silat mundukh, ngelap bawah, buka topeng, 

dan mulang. This movement was adopted from the daily activities of the Tuping dancer troops who mingled with the 

community and also acted as scouts, so that the movement was dominated by Silat Lampung and was also inserted with 

funny movements. Tuping dance is a cultural product of the past that is continuously maintained and preserved by the 

local community. The preservation of this culture can be carried out through the cultivation of character education values 

contained therein. So that dancers can not only dance but can learn about good character. This study aims to identify 

the value of character education contained in the basic movements Tuping South Lampung dance. The methodology 

used is qualitative where data is obtained through observation, documentation, interviews, and literature study. The 

validity of the data used were source triangulation and informant reviews. From the results of the analysis, the researcher 

obtained 2 values of character education in the Tuping Lampung Selatan dance, namely: (1) the communicative value 

can be seen from the movements of Lelagoan and Lelagoan Lapah, and (2) the value of social care is found in the 

Cangget movement. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Today's education is faced with the development of 

advances in information technology and is faced with 

very diverse social and cultural realities. Education is 

required to adapt to the circumstances of the surrounding 

community, where there are various kinds of deviations 

committed. Such as juvenile delinquency, fights between 

groups and various other deviant morals. In this case, 

education is expected to be a forum for fostering the 

younger generation by building character directly or 

indirectly. Character education in students can be carried 

out as early as possible, one of which is by inserting it 

into school learning. 

Dance learning in schools understands the value of 

dance education in accordance with the natural state of 

children who have a tendency to move and prefer good 

communicative language. Art education has its own 

characteristics that make it different from others, this is 

related to its characteristics, including multilingual, 

multidimensional and multicultural[1]. This educational 

value can also be used to instill character in children. 

Because character itself refers to a series of attitudes, 

behavior, motivation, skills, and shows how someone 

behaves[2]. Dance as a national education also has a 

function to develop the character and potential of 

students in accordance with the national character[3]. 

Character education expressed through the art of dance, 

Character education through traditional arts, in this 

case traditional dances, is expected to foster the mental 

and self-confidence of everyone so that it will indirectly 

form and develop the values contained in traditional 

dances that are maintained and implemented in everyday 

life. These values come from religion, Pancasila, culture 

and the goals of national education. 

The background of the importance of doing this 

research is the result of concern in managing the 

character of society which is increasingly rare and 

concerning. This condition causes most people to lose 

their identity. This social and cultural crisis was 

witnessed by many people. Decreased respect and 
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obedience to law, ethics, morals and social decency, as 

well as the increasing number of conflicts that occur in 

terms of politics, ethnicity and religion. To increase this 

awareness, there is a need for guidance that is not only 

limited to the school or campus environment, but also 

through community social activities. Besides being able 

to foster self-confidence in the culture that exists in each 

community group, it can also contribute to character 

education, one of which is through traditional dances. 

Traditional dances in the Lampung area are very 

diverse, one of which is the Tuping dance. Tuping dance 

is a dance that originates from the South Lampung area. 

This dance has a background of a mask which has 12 

(twelve) types of facial characters, each character 

symbolizing its respective skills[4]. The facial characters 

include: 1) Tuping Irung Tebak/ cross nose, (2) Tuping 

Irung Cungak/ nose looks up, (3) Tuping Luah Takhing/ 

fangs out, (4) Tuping Jangguk Khawing/ long beard 

irregular, (5) Tuping Banguk Khabit/ flat mouth, (6) 

Tuping Bekhak Banguk/ wide mouth, (7) Tuping Mata 

Sipit/ slanted eyes, (8) Tuping Banguk Kicut/ mouth 

swollen, (9) Tuping Pudak Bebai/ Female face, (10) 

Tuping Mata Kedugok/ sleepy eyes, (11) Tuping 

Matakicong/ one eye, (12) Tuping Irug Pesek/ short nose. 

South Lampung is one of the regencies which in 

ancient times was occupied by a keratuan namely 

Keratun Darah Putih which became a milestone for the 

spread of Islam in Lampung Province. One of the 

descendants of Keratuan Darah Putih, Radin Intan II, was 

one of the heroes of nationalism who inspired Tuping's 

figure. Tuping dance itself is still preserved as a cultural 

heritage for the people of South Lampung, especially in 

Kuripan village. 

This study aims to identify the value of character 

education contained in the basic movements of the 

Tuping South Lampung dance. Considering that this 

dance is a cultural heritage that must be preserved, it is 

very important to be researched and made into a scientific 

work, with the intention of being a documentation 

material as well as introducing the existence of the 

Tuping South Lampung dance. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. Variety of Dance Movements 

Dance movements are body movements that are in 

harmony and rhythm so that they produce works of art 

that are performed at certain places and times. Movement 

in dance functions as a medium of communication 

between dance stylists, dancers and also the audience. 

The basic movements of the dance consist of hand 

movements, footwork, head movements, and body 

movements[5]. Motion is also divided into two forms, 

namely pure motion and meaningful motion[6]. Pure 

motion, namely the original gesture without any meaning 

behind it, this movement is only concerned with artistic 

or beauty. Meanwhile, meaningful motion is a movement 

created with a specific meaning, where a dance stylist 

wants to convey something. 

Movement is the basis of expression, therefore motion 

is found as an expression of emotional experience which 

is expressed through irrational medium, namely body 

movement or whole body movement[7]. The body is the 

main tool and body movements are the basic media for 

expressing dance art expressions. The aspect of motion 

in its form or form is called space, its rhythm is called 

time or tempo, and its energy is called energy or energy. 

2.2. Tuping Dance 

Tuping dance is a dance originating from South 

Lampung which depicts army troops. Tuping in 

Indonesian means mask. This dance has a background of 

a mask which has 12 (twelve) types of facial characters, 

each character symbolizing its respective skills [4]. The 

facial characters include: (1) Tuping Irung Tebak/ cross 

nose, (2) Tuping Irung Cungak/ nose looks up, (3) Tuping 

Luah Takhing/ fangs out, (4) Tuping Jangguk Khawing/ 

long beard irregular, (5) Tuping Banguk Khabit/ flat 

mouth, (6) Tuping Bekhak Banguk/ wide mouth, (7) 

Tuping Mata Sipit/ slanted eyes, (8) Tuping Banguk 

Kicut/ mouth swollen, (9) Tuping Pudak Bebai/ Female 

face, (10) Tuping Mata Kedugok/ sleepy eyes, (11) 

Tuping Matakicong/ one eye, (12) Tuping Irug Pesek/ 

short nose. 

 

Figure 1. Tuping characters (source: South Lampung 

tourism office team) 

This dance is a cultural heritage that is often 

functioned as part of the ritual of celebrating traditional 

greatness in the South Lampung area, but as the era 

progresses, this dance has changed its function to become 

entertainment for the community. Dance itself, if grouped 

based on its function, can be used as entertainment, 

communication tools, ceremonies or rituals, as well as 

educational functions[8]. Dance in the realm of ritual 

position functions as a medium for the implementation of 

the event, without his presence the ceremony cannot take 

place. Dance in the realm of entertainment serves as a 

means of expressing joy. Dance in the realm of spectacle 

was created with the aim of beauty, so that it prioritizes 

aesthetic satisfaction. Dance in the educational role of art 

serves to develop the ability of each student to transmit 

cultural heritage, 
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Tuping himself during the war not only as a scout but 

also as an invader and attacking with his various 

knowledge and pretending to act funny in the community 

so that the enemy could not suspect their disguise so that 

they could briefly attack then avoid entering the forest 

because what they used was leaves. Tuping for the people 

of South Lampung, especially Keratuan Darah Putih, 

meant as the Radin Intan II Guerrilla Force assigned to 

12 (twelve) posts, starting from the Sunda Strait to 

Tanjung Cina Kota Agung. 

2.3. Character building 

Character is the basic value of behavior which 

becomes the reference value for human interaction. 

Character can come from the innate nature and 

habituation of individuals with their environment which 

can be seen through the socialization process with other 

individuals [9]. Character is a way of thinking and 

behaving that characterizes each individual to live and 

work together, both within the family, community, 

nation, and state [10]. These behavioral values relate to 

God Almighty, self, fellow human beings, the 

environment, and nationality which are manifested in 

thoughts, attitudes, feelings and actions based on 

religious norms, law, manners, culture and customs. So it 

can be said that character education is the values that are 

manifested in attitudes and behaviors that have a 

relationship to the environment based on existing norms 

in society. These norms can support the development of 

both social, emotional, and ethical students. 

The function of character education includes (1) 

developing basic potentials to be good-hearted, good-

minded and the nation's behavior, (2) strengthening and 

building multicultural national behavior, (3) increasing 

competitive national civilization in world relations[11]. 

In addition, character education also has a very vital 

function in shaping moral values in students. These 

values come from religion, Pancasila, culture, and the 

goals of national education. In particular, character 

education has three main functions, namely: (1) 

formation and development of potential; (2) 

improvement and strengthening; (3) filter. These three 

main functions can be used as a reference in developing 

the potential of students in cultivating character 

values[12]. 

 

Character education consists of 18 interrelated 

components, namely religious, honest, tolerance, 

discipline, hard work, creative, independent, democracy, 

curiosity, national spirit, love of the country, respect for 

achievement, communicative, love of peace, likes 

reading, cares about the environment, cares about social, 

and is responsible [13]. The purpose of character 

education is in the form of individual, social, and cultural 

responses that surround it, to be able to forge oneself to 

be perfect so that the potential that exists within is fully 

developed [14]. The importance of the purpose of 

character education as a form of behavior, by providing 

space for exemplary figures and a conducive 

environment for growth. This is necessary so that a 

child's growth and development can occur optimally and 

run in a positive direction. 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This scientific work is the result of research on 

cultural arts, especially the Tuping dance in Kuripan 

village, Penengah District, South Lampung Regency. 

This study used descriptive qualitative method. The data 

in this study are in the form of character education values 

contained in the basic movements of the Tuping South 

Lampung dance, with the data sources coming from 

choreographers, dance artists, and first dancers. Data 

collection techniques used were observation, interviews, 

documentation, and literature study. The validity of the 

data used were source triangulation and informant 

reviews. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1. Basic Tuping Dance Movements 

Tuping dance consists of 14 types of movements 

consisting of negakh, lelagoan, tikol, silat awal, cangget, 

tolak tebing, silat tikol, silat khalut, tepuk agas, lelagoan 

lapah, silat mundukh, ngelap bawah, buka topeng, dan 

Mulang [16]. The movement was adopted from the daily 

activities of the Tuping dancer troops who mingled with 

the community and also acted as scouts, so that the 

movement was dominated by Silat Lampung and was 

also inserted with funny movements. Based on the 

analysis of the characteristics of the movements, there are 

three types of dance movements that contain character 

education values, namely the Lelagoan, Lapah, and 

Cangget movements. 

 

  

Tabel 1. Variety of Tuping Dance Movements 

1 Lelagoan 

       
Hitungan 1-8      Hitungan 1-4      Hitungan 5-8     Hitungan 1-2 

1-8 

 

 

1-4 

 

5-8 

 

 

1-2 

Kepala diangguk-anggukan 

keatas dan ke bawah. 

 

Tangan diletakkan didagu. 

 

Tangann kanan direntangkan 

kedepan. 

 

Langkahkan kaki kiri kedepan 

dan cundang diarahkan kedepan. 
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4.2. Character Education Values in the Basic 

Movement of Tuping Dance 

a. Communicative Value 

The communicative value in the Tuping Lampung 

Selatan dance can be seen from the motion of Lelagoan 

and the motion of Lelagoan Lapah. Communicative 

means being able to relate well. Education always pays 

attention to the basics of good communication[17]. 

Communicative value is related to actions that show a 

pleasure to talk, socialize, and cooperate with other 

people[13]. This can create togetherness in social life. 

The value of togetherness that must be instilled and 

nurtured is very simple, namely interacting, sharing and 

synergizing[18]. 

Based on the characteristics of their movements, the 

various movements of Lelagoan and Lelagoan Lapah in 

a simple interpretation look like a group of people who 

are fighting and joking. This shows that a person always 

communicates with others, both visually and verbally. 

b. Value of Social Care 

Another value of social care that is reflected in the 

Tuping South Lampung dance is the Cangget variety of 

movements. The cangget movement is indeed used as a 

means of socialization for young people and Lampung 

traditional elders[19]. The name of this movement was 

adopted from a traditional meeting called Cangget 

5. CONCLUSION 

Tuping dance is a dance originating from Khuripan 

village, Penengah District, South Lampung Regency. 

This dance has 14 types of movements which are adopted 

from the daily activities of the Tuping troops who mingle 

with the community and also as scouts.Based on the 

analysis of the characteristics of their movements, there 

 

   
Hitungan 3-4       Hitungan 5-6 

3-4 

 

 

 

5-6 

Langkahkan kaki kanan kedepan 

dan cundang di pindahkan 

kesebelah kiri. 

 

Kaki kanan diangkat dengan arah 

hadap kesamping kiri, cundang 

diletakkan diketiak kiri dan 

tangan kanan diarahkan ke depan. 

Kemudian cundang dikalungkan 

dibelakang. 

2 Lelagoan Lapah 

         
  Hitungan 1-2     Hitungan 3-4      Hitungan 5-6     Hitungan 7-8 

1-2 

 

 

3-4 

 

 

5-6 

 

 

7-8 

Tangan kanan seolah memukul 

lawan di depannya. 

 

Tangan kiri seolah memukul 

lawan di depannya. 

 

Tangan kanan seolah memukul 

lawannya. 

 

Kedua tangan diletakkan 

disamping membentuk siku-siku 

ke bawah dan kaki sedikit 

melompat kebagian belakang lalu 

berlari seolah mengitari 

lawannya. 

5 Cangget 

   
Cangget Kanan          Cangget Kiri 

1-8 Tangan diayunkan keatas dan 

kebawah. 
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are three types of dance movements that contain 

character education values, namely the variety of 

movements of Lelagoan, Lelagoan Lapah, and Cangget. 

The values of character education are communicative 

values and social care values. 
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